DCS
I/O ECOSYSTEM
INTERTALK DISPATCH CONSOLE SYSTEM I/O INTERFACE
HIGH DENSITY I/O SUPPORT

DEDICATED CONTROL RIGHT AT YOUR DESK

Each Citadel and/or QRLI has four (4) sensed inputs that are
jumpable for 3.3 VDC, 5 VDC or 12 VDC high with either
switch-to-ground or switch-to-high sensing. This is in addition
to four (4) dedicated Carrier Operated Relay (COR) inputs that
are associated with the four analog radio 4-wire ports on the
gateways. The best density is achieved with QRLI gateways,
which fit into an InterTalk-manufactured 12-slot Versatile Modular
Chassis (VMC) Shelf providing up to 48 sensed inputs in a 3U
high 19” rack mounted shelf. In addition, each Citadel and/or
QRLI has four (4) GPIO outputs that can be jumpered as highside drivers at 3.3 VDC, 5 VDC or 12 VDC or as form-A dry
switch contacts (using built-in relays). Like the GPIO inputs, up
to 48 GPIO outputs can be loaded into a VMC Shelf with QRLI
Gateways. This is in addition to the four (4) dedicated Push-ToTalk (PTT) dry switched PTT outputs that are associated with the
four analog radio 4-wire ports on each QRLI.

Aside from the I/O available in our QRLI and Citadel Gateways,
each Audio Exchange (AUDx) unit located at each console
position also has four (4) GPIO inputs and four (4) switched
(relays) GPIO outputs. These can be used for various functions
that are tied to the position itself such as sensing an off-hook
condition on a telephone deskset or controlling the busy lights.
Optionally, additional I/O is available at the console positions for
special purposes like controlling an external Call Check recorder
or for connecting to a telephone deskset or Public Address
system that is associated to a particular console location. In
systems that require a significant quantity of inputs and outputs,
InterTalk offers a dedicated I/O Board that provides 12 SPDT
relays (up to 15A) and 8 digital inputs (0-12V) which can be
chained together for up to 192 inputs and 288 outputs.

INTERTALK I/O ECOSYSTEM

I/O CONFIGURATION

The intertalk DCS offers a full-featured input/output (I/O) board
to give the end-user monitoring and remote operation/control
of all input or output resources present within your system.
InterTalk offers I/O support through several device options within
the intertalk DCS ecosystem. Devices offering I/O include:

Each sensed input and each switched output can be associated
to an on-screen I/O resource icon and associated label. Many
other arrangements can be programmed including form-C style
connections and multi-level indicators like “open”, “stop” and
“closed” for a gate and more. I/O configuration is accomplished
via the ILS Web Configurator. The InterTalk DCS uses a fully
configurable integrated UX dashboard to control all operations,
including I/O functions and the functions tied to
a given I/O button assignment.

•

The Citadel IP Radio Gateway

•

Quad Radio Line Interface (QRLI) Gateway

•

Audio Exchange (AUDx) for console position GPIO

•

Dedicated DCS I/O Board
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Dedicated I/O / GPIO Board
Specifications

Dedicated I/O Board

DEDICATED I/O BOARD SPECIFICATIONS

12 SPDT Outputs
8 Digital Inputs

Supply voltage

12VDC

Analog Inputs

8

Digital Inputs

8

Ethernet

10/100 Full Duplex

Standard Protocols

ARP, IP, ICMP, DHCP, DNC, NTP

Current consumption

40mA at 24V, 70mA at 12V, 90mA at 9V

Operating temperature range

32 - 158F (0 - 70C)

Size
Width

8.255” (20.97 cm)

Height

3.38” (8.585 cm)

Weight

0.76 lb (0.345 kg)

INTEGRATED I/O HARDWARE FOR INTERTALK SYSTEMS

Integrated
QRLI
I/O

Integrated
Citadel I/O

4 Digital Outputs
4 Digital Inputs

4 Digital Outputs
4 Digital Inputs

Operator
Position I/O
via AUDx
4 Digital Outputs
4 Digital Inputs
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